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A4LE Europe Action Research Team 
Our team is drawn from our 
multidisciplinary membership across 
Europe. It has been created to bring 
together representation from 
educators and design professionals 
from both the public and private 
sectors and all those passionate about 
the spaces and places that young 
people learn. 
 
The team is composed of Alastair Blyth, 
UOW, Lene Jensby Lange, Autens, Terry 
White, A4le. (Team co-ordinators.) 
Other team members include Joss 
Boys, UCL, Michal Cohen, Walters and 
Cohen. Emma Greenland, Anderson 
Acoustics, Murray Hudson, Gratnells.  
Sandra Jenkins, Autens, Peter 
Kristiansen, SWECO, Bhavini Pandya, 
Planning Learning Spaces in Practice. 
Gary Spracklen, Prince of Wales School. 
 
A4le Europe continues to build on its 
‘Learning Spaces Live Events’. We have 
been successful in bringing together all 
those professionals who to put young 
people and those that support them at 
the heart of the design process of 
environments for learning.  

For more information about our team  
Contact terry.white@a4le.eu 

Last week 
Our apologies that this Newsletter did not come out on schedule last Friday. COVID hit our 
Management Team, but each affected member is thankfully now well and back to work. 
  

Workshop 2 
The first of these began this week – thanks again to Western Australia Education and Team 
Buddy Julia for being the first cab off the rank (again). And thanks to you all for working 
hard to tee up your own workshops.  We know this is a tough month and some Team 
sessions have slipped beyond the window into May, but that is the reality of our full lives. 

  

Report from Workshop 1 analysis 
You would already have, or will receive via your Team Leader, a ‘redacted’ 7-page version 
of this report. We have kept back findings that might affect one of the Workshop 2 tasks – 
the full report will be released after all WS2s are completed. Again, our thanks to Julia, Wes 
and Chris for the work this has involved. 

  

Delphi Survey 1 
Julia and her team are beginning the task of analysing the first Delphi study using the 
analysis strategy developed through your work in Workshop 1. We will release those details 
in coming weeks, but the main interest will be the degree to which the identified priorities 
are mirrored or contrast between that group and the combined teams network. 

  
Contract extensions 
The University of Melbourne legal department are currently writing to the signatories on 
each of our 19 contracts, explaining our new finishing date (December 31st, 2022) due to 
COVID and other restrictions. We also have an updated ‘schedule of deliverables’ which you 
mostly already know about through our discussions, but may need for your files. 

  
Café Sessions 
These are now running smoothly. Each is being recorded and transferred to our website for 
you to access or pass on.  Please feel free to offer to run one yourself – it’s a great way to 
tap into the >200 people in our IL+SE network, to build links around your own special 
interest areas. Contact Ramone if you have a topic and she will set you up. 
 

Upcoming Café Session 
 In societies that have extreme levels of inequality, for example, South Africa, India and 

Brazil, how might we explore and understand what an innovative learning environment is 
and how social inequalities might be either reproduced or disrupted through the relative 
experiences of students?  
Hosted by Adrienne Watson, South African Team, Mzanzi, Tuesday 12 April, 10am (South 
Africa time) On Microsoft Teams 
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-
join/19%3ameeting_N2IwZjljZTgtODVhYi00ODBhLWI1MjAtODhjZTFlNTIyZmVj%40thread
.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%227930eb4e-bb70-4d79-84ed-
e5ed8acff1e7%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%227cf0a0a6-a202-4402-84de-
14349a884b9d%22%7d 
N.B All Café Sessions will be recorded and shared on the ILE+SE website 

 

 Contact your Team Leader with any queries & for further 
information contact the ILESE team at 

info@ilesescopingstudy.com.au 
www.ilesescopingstudy.com  

Follow us on Twitter @IleseProject 
 

1. Frederiksbjerg School, Henning Larsen. 
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